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Day Hops Urged To
Attend Family Day
by Wayne Fehr

Ken Sclineider
Wins Council
Presidency
by Denny Doherty,
News Associate Editor

"I certainly am happy! But
In a little over a week, the Xavier campus will drop ·the I am also surprised. Those last
routine of classes and assignments to take on a holiday atmos- few ballots really made my
phere. The families and friends of Xavier students will con- stomach kick." These were the
verge on the campus for an .occasion that has become one of emotions of Kenny Schneider,
the high spots of· the social calendar-Family Day.
new president of the Student
Saturday, May 17, will· be Dan Stevens as "concert band at Council.
crowded with activity from morn- its finest, with music for every
ing till evening. Visitors will . taste."
·

Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J.
have a chance to see and enjoy
much of the life of the university, including an exhibition drill
by the Pershing Rifles, a baseball game between the Musketeers and Villa Madonna College,
a special program by the Masque
Society, and a visit to the Shririe
of Our Lady of _Victory. Any
spare time in this busy schedule
can be used to tour the buildings
and facilities of the university.
A faculty reception before dinner

Rev. John H. Reinke, S.J.,
guest piano soloist at the concert,
will play Gershwin's "Rhapsody
in Blue." Two production numbers from the hit shows, "The
King and I" and "Li'l Abner"
will feature Misses Cathy Guarin
and Joy Glueck. Miss Bonnie
Heimann, Xavier's Honorary Majorette, will also be on hand to
demonstrate her skills.
· Following ·the band concert, an
informal dance will be held in
the Fieldhouse, to the music of
Chris Christensen's Orchestra. At
the same time, there will be
bingo and card games in the
Armory.
At the dance, the best couple
in the waltz contest will receive
prizes. At midnight, the Princess
of Family Day will be selected by
a panel of judges, . along with a
retinue of four attendants. The
lucky girl to receive this honor
must be escorted by a Xavier
student, either dorm or day hop.
Day hops especially are encou-

NO. 20

Clef Club Returns
From Spring Journey
by Paul Ritter

The Xavier University Clef Club returned Thursday
evening from their annual trip which took them, this year,
to Bardstown, Springfield, and Louisville, Kentucky.
The Club gave a concert Wednesday night at Nazareth
College for Girls in Bardstown. The performance was preceded
by a dinner and followed by a
dance in the College Assembly
Hall.
Concerts were given Thursday
morning at St. Catherine and
Holy Rosary High Schools in
Springfield and Louisville.
Mr. Bens, in his seventeenth
year as director of the Clef Club,
has announced a concert to be
given this Thursday, May 8, at
Villa Madonna College in Covington.
An added attraction of the Clef
Club's 33rd season will be an
appearance before the Annual
Dinner of Christians and Jews on
the 19th. The gathering will pay
tribute to Charles P. Taft, former
mayor and acting councilman of
Cincinnati.

..

The highlight of ·the club season will be their annual concert
and dance to be held on -May· rn
in the Netherland Hilton's ·Hall
of Mirrors. The concert features
songs from "Oklahoma" and "The
King and I."
The Bobby Keys Orchestra
· will furnish the dance music following the concert. Patrons for
the final concert will be solicited
at $5.00 which will include a
ticket to the concert and dance
and your name on the evening's
program.
Tickets for the concert and
dance combined may be purchased from any club member at
$3.00 per couple. Admission to
the concert alone will sell for
$1.00 per person.

In addition to Ken's election,
Teny Lautenbach was elected
president of the senior class, Dick
O'Donnell received the secretary
··;:.: •.-;···1
post, and George Haas became
1Y:· ·- ->~
the :qew treasurez:.
... ,
•
~. .. :.:.· . :',. ~ :'
Officers for the Class of '60 are
.
.
as follows: Tom Frank, presi~:,. ...
dent; Jim Tasto, vice president;
;. ·.........
. . :<·
.
Bob Mallardi, secretary; and Mike
,·
Risdon, treasurer.
Andy Odoardi was re-elected
president of the Cla~s of '61. His
cabinet includes ·Paul Moroney,
vice president; Ed Schmidt, secretary; and Ron Bosken, treasurer.
For the most part, results
showed a fairly close race in
each class. The senior class had
the tightest run between Schneider and Lautenbach. Ken edged
Terry by thirteen votes, 94-81.
Approximately 85% of the Class
of '59 voted.
This year's sophomore crop,
the '60 class, had the poorest
turnout of votes. However, the
majority of . them yoted as they
did last year and they re-elected
Tom Frank president.
Cleffers Zang, Faller, Beile, DuBrucq, and Kopecky
I
Another re-election took place
in the frosh class. The Class ·of '61
re-elected the same men it chose
last fall. Only the offices of the
men were chan'.ged, although
Odoardi again copped the presidency.
The Xavier. debaters reached participating schools this year
A total number of 770 students
Mr. Elmer Fenton, Family Day Chairman, and bis son, Don, voted on the two days the polls the climax of a highly successful included San Francisco, Southern
year two weeks ago at West California, Idaho, Kansas, Marcheck plans for the big day.
were open.
Point. Wayne Fehr and Dan Bris- quette, Northwestern, Not r c
will provide the opportunity to raged to attend the dance, as well
lane represented Xavier Univer~ Dam:, Alabama, Princeton, Anmeet the professors and members as the other activities of Family
sity in the 12th annual National napolis, Harvard - and M.I.T.,
Day.
of the administration.
Debate Tournament at the United among others.
Dinner will be served in the
States Military Academy. Thirty.
Xavier, with a 3-5 record, was
The Dads Club Committees,
Student Union Building, begin- headed by Mr. Elmer Fenton, and
Room reservations for parents six colleges and univenities from one of the 20 teams to be elimning at 5:30 p.m. Following din· the Student Committees, under and friends of out-of-town s*u· all parts of the country competed inated after the eight preliminner, an evening of fine entel"tain- Tom Cavanaugh; have been work- dents must be made"tbrou1h Paul In the tournament, which was ary seeding rounds. The top sixment has been planned, high- ing long and hard in preparation Haley (Elet 303) or Paul Gildea held April 23·26.
teen teams then entered eliminalighted by the annual Band Con- for this year's Family Day. Wi~h (Elet 317) In ordP.r to get special
Fehr and Brislane won their tions, which resulted in a final
cert in the newly reconditioned the help and advice of Dads Club rates or to 1et reservations at all. berth 'in the "N.D.T." by being debate between Harvard and
Armory.
Moderator Rev. Edward J. O'· Motels and hotels contacted by one of the top 5 teams · at the Northwestern. '!1he first-p•ace
The Concert will be1in at 1:30 Brien, S.J., they have done every- these two men will not accept District V Qualifying Tourna- trophy-and an automatic invit"-·
p.m., with an overture featurln1 thing possible to make the annual reservations from any sln1le stu· ment, ·held in Cleveland, March tion to next year's tournamentthe 1958 theme of "Galete Parisl- event profitable and entertaining dent, but only tbrou1h one of 21-22. The nation is divided into was won by the Northwestern
8 such districts, from which a team of William Welsh and Richenne/' Under the direction of for Xavier students and their these two.
Gilbert T. Marin1er, the xavler families. Family Day, 1958, promThey shouid be contacted •• total of 36 teams are selected ard Kirshberg. Last year's winband will provide entertainment ises to be one of the best ever soon •• ·pollible for n1ervatlom. each year to attend the national ner, Augustana, was eliminated
tournament at 'Vest Point. The
chaneterl1ed by bancl president held at Xavier.
(Continued on Pa1e 8)
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Debaters End Season
Journey To West Point
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XU Editorials

Jnmcs Den11is Do/1ert11

"BETTER GET WITH IT"
Have you invited that potential contest wLnner to the
Family Day Dance? If you haven't, you'd better get on the
ball. There remains but one short week till the big weekend
begins. Remember the ribs and jibes you'll all b~ subjected
to if either group wins by a 1anclslicle.
DON'T l<'ORGET THE CLEF CLUB
While you're considering this dance, you should a1so
remember the Clef Club affair at the Hall of Mirrors the
night before (Fri., May lG). For the price, you'll not be able
to find better entertainment. Having heard many of the Clef
Club renditions, we can also say with great pride that the
concert they will give will be "tops."
DAY-HOPS! ARISE!
We hope in the next few lines to change the false opinion
which some of us may have regarding Family Day. This is nol
a day for Dorm students only. This is a day for every student
of Xavier University. This is THE DAY for us and our families. This is the time when you demonstrate to your parents
the opinion you have of Xavier. The following remarks arc
directed especially to the clay students. We realize that many
of you have jobs which you must maintain in order to continue
your education. We also realize, because you live in the city,
that you will naturally take certain things for granted. One
of these things, however, seems to be Xavier University. We
are quite certain that if you attend some, preferably al1, but
some parts of this affair With Your Parents, this attitude will
cha.nge. The importance of attendance with your parents can
not be over-emphasized. Be proud of Xavier and of yourselves
and your achievements. It is this Just pride which we encourage by means of this contest which we have been promoting.
We know that you aren't ashamed of the young ladies you
date. Will you show your fellow students just how proud of
your choice you rea1ly are?
"YOURS FOR THE VIEWING"
At the risk of being repetitious, we'll urge you again lo
nttencl one of the three remaining performances of "Lucky
For Me." You have no idea what your presence means to
these people. They have clone what many considered to be
impossible. Now they Jook for your support and opinions.
They have, as a reminder, put together a musical in less than
three weeks. This feat is seldom duplicated in the TV and
stage world today. The critics have given them favorable
notices, which they richly deserved. The only ot11er help they
need is your presence. Will they get it?
WELL DONE, .JIM
As a closing, this week we'd like to congratulate the winners of the recent elections. Their victories were hard fought
:me! honestly won. vVe wish them the best of good fortune in
the coming year, and pledge them our support. We feel quite
confident, especially after viewing 1he first session of the new
council, that they will succeed in their endeavors. If you wish
to do them a favor, you might r~member them in an occasional
and special prayer. Theirs is a difficult job which often
requires guidance above and beyond that of man. We also
point to the efforts of Mr. Jim Foster, election chairman, as
those worthy of the highest praise. Jim gave a 1arge amount
·
of his time and did an excellent job.
RGQ

spring agenda. Over at South
Hall the "Tiger" has been caged
and put to sleep and now a
"drinking magician" is on the
loof;c. The last lime we saw that
popular meeting pluce it was
literally covered inside with
campaign signs and posters declaring that Bugs Bunny votes
for George Haas who has all the
qualities of a leader. He even
knoll's his own alphabet.

by Staffortl P. l\looney

....................,...........................................................................................................

,

.Mas•f UC lUagic Shines In "J... ucky For l\'lc"
From its opening song of "Hurry, Hurry," to the closing
line of the finale, "Lucky For Me" magically casts a delightful
spell over its audience. Blending the excitement of a traveling
circus and the intrigues of politics with young love and a little
girl's faith, the production was able to capture the hearts of
all who saw it.
"Dixie" McBraycr, as the down
and out magician Weejo, headed
the fine cast. His great vocal
efforts were only outdone by his
excellent comedy. Of course, no
musical comedy is complete without the villain, in this case, Tom
Eckstein, ns McGowan, the rednosed Irish political boss. Tom
certainly walked off with the
dramatic laurels. The love interest is also a very important ingreclien t to the musical show, and
::igain this was ably provided by

ballad with the "Irishman's
Dream," and Tony Schmitt (Eddie) got the show off to a rousing start with "Hurry,Hurry,"
sung in a circus barker's fashion.
Comedy highlights are numerous throughout the show; many
of them providecl by Kay Steelman (Annie) and Tom Gressler
(George), her son and "war
hero." Brian Bremner (Bill Arnold) the wise-cracking newspaperman ancl Ralph Schroeder,

While all these unimportant
little trivialities were taking
place n momentous meeting was
held somewhere on campus. The
results of that meeting should
nncl could result in some drastic
actions on the part of the men
(>( Xavier.
Little did we dream that one
little column comparing dntes of
clormies and clay hops would
start. According to recent editorials we arc more or less to
blame for one of what p1·omises
to be the best and craziest contests held on this campus, not
that we mind. The men of this
university could use a little jab
in the ribs once in a while to
get things clone co-opcrn lively.
Well, the Family Day committee met under the chairmanship
of Tom Cavanaugh, a dormie,
came up with an idea for a new
kind of contest to spark some
interest in Family D::iy. It seems
that ::it the· dance, Saturday, May
17, some judges will circulate
through the crowd meeting the
elates of you Xavier men. The
idea will be to determine wl10
elates the best looking, sharpiest
girls-Day Hops? or Dormies?

There is, however, one fly in
lhc ointment. From all i·eports,
the clay 1to11s think it is some
kincl of very funny joke. They
refuse to talte the contest sel'iously. Well, son, the joke is on
you because from talking to some
ol' the clonnies and Tom Cavanaugh himself, I've come to the
conclusion that these fellows are
dcacl serious. Not a few are taking· their girls from back home.
As one llormie 1mt it, this is even
tough luck time for the local
gi1·Js. You 11oor day hops are
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 seem that the most probable going to look pretty silly when
answer is a combination of (2) you don't even have a goocl re11and (3). However, let us sec resentation at the dance. You'Jl
what the result of this week's t'uss ancl fume ancl serei1m prejuquestion will be; again, there arc <licc when the dormics aml the
three possibilities: answer, no "Co-ed" gloat a1ul say we tohl
answer, or elimination of the you so. "Day ho1>s, you are sweet,
writer.
by Jim Wiggs
but wllen are you going to get
Have you ever hearcl this ques- on the ball ancl prove that you
'1.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 tion: "Why clo Catholics attem1>t
are as socially successful as the
An interesting phenomenon has to force their icleas ahout birth i·csiclent men'?"
occurred as a result of the first control u1>on everyone else'?"
Personally we know ·that clay
of this series of columns; there This is incleecl an interesting
hops
are good workers. We've
has been no attempt at any sort ciuestion; very few persons will
of presentation of an answer, quibble with the desire of Cath- seen them do tremendous jobs
but there have been a number olics to avoid birth control them- both on stage and back stage
of outraged comments on the selves. The general consensus of with the Masque Society. They
fact that the question was pre- opinion is tltat if they want to arc the backbone of the NEWS'
sented at all. Of course this is make things rough on them- stuff. They make their mark in
about as effective a means of selves, let them do it. But have student govcmmcnt. But it isn't
answering any given problem as you ever tried to explain why enough a big enough mark numassassinating a professor after he you think it's wrong for every- erically and perccntage.-wise. We
have come to believe ihat these
flunks you. It seems there arc one'? What clo you say to this:
young men we just mentioned
three possiblities why no answer
"Now understand, it's all right
has as yet been given: (I) with me if you feel that planned arc the exceptions rather than
Everyone feels the answer is too parenthood constitutes a sin for the rule.
obvious to bother writing it out.- the members of your Church,
Everyone expects a certain
or (2) no one cares enough to but, really, where do you get nmount of braggadocial utterings
think about the answer, or (3) off trying to tell cvorybody it's from the dormies but when the
no one has an answer. It would
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

LET'S
ARGUE

STA GEL/GHTS

THE
CO-ED

WORDS OF WISDOM
This is the time of the year when socials reign supreme.
And certainly it is not the place of a newspaper to put the
·trite "wet blanket'' on our social life. It might be worthwhile,
though, to give thought to a few pertinent points.
by Pat Wiechman
Beer is the life of a party. But why kill the party by
hanging on a damnable drunk? A bad reputation and a moral
Hi strangers. It has been many
degeneracy flow out of that "one too many." And then there
moons.
Since lhcn many signs
is sex. Why help those who like to abuse it?
For many of us, comprehensive exams will be here in a have been erected around the
week or two. It's rather stupid to sacrifice a passing grade for campus declaring this to be
the home of the 1958 National
a "really big'' weekend. Celebrate after the test.
Right now, finances pose a big problem. Because of our Invitational Tournament Champs
nation's economic recession, summer jobs are going to be tough -gee, that sounds terrific-and
to get. You may be getting married soon. It helps to have Hank Stein became the unsomething with which to start. Again, you won't find it too crowned king of the campus.
hard to blow a large chunk of next year's tuition on several Football practice began along
\\'ith all the other sports on the
big binges. Just a few very impori.ant thoughts.

Bob l\larshall ancl Pat Wiechman seem to be shocking Tom
Gressler-a scene from "Lucky For l\'Ic."
Bob Marchal (Jimmy), (What a
beautiful tenor voice!) and Pat
Wiechman (Jean).
It always seemecl to me that
every musical had its show-sto1>per ancl "Lucky For l\Ie" hall Pat
Fallon in the role of Connie, the
little girl whose faith in Weejo
broug·ht him confidence, encouragement ancl a start back on the
rna<l to success.
Well supported by Bob Simpson (Buddy) and Jim Dusablon
(Al), her two friends, Pat stole
t.he audience's heart.
In the musical line, Tom Cahill
(Suds) presented a very fine

(F. X. Fogarty) the fumbling
politician, were good in. their
support.
The performea·s are only one
facet of this show. The music,
1>roviclell by Father Reinke and
the orchestra, 1>1us the fine sets
of Dave Seiwert ancl the choreogra11hy of Rita O'Neill, all addecl
tremendously to its success. or
course, everyone of these components were under the able
direction of !\fr. allll Mrs. Otto
Kva1>il ancl Rosemary llenner.
It is my wish that every student of Xavier University will
take time to see this fine show.
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Graduation Week Stars Socials
"Jlfe111,ories Are ill a de Of T,,is"
An XU E•1iloria1
by Hob F1·ommcyc1·, News Associate Eclitor

In just a few short clays-YOUR COLLEGE DAYS will
be a thing of the past-a past you will always want to cherish
in your memory of Xavier. Your senior class committee, in
order to intensify the retention of this memory of Xavier,
has arranged a program which we feel will insure your eternal
devotion to Xavier. Memories of pleasant days-never to be
forgotten. Those Glorious Days.

Fi,ve Big Events I-lead Agenda
Fo1· Festive "Senior Party JVeek"
The senior class officers plus many of the senior class outstanding members got together at the beginning of this scmcslcl' to try
and think of a fitting climax fol' the completion of these four collegiate years of this class, that had recorded in its memoirs many
personages and events of renown.
Afte1· many meetings and much hal'cl work, the committee came
up with The Senior Party ·week. There arc five events on the agenda,
with the price of all events totalling $20.00; however the committee
is offering a package cl.cal for all FIVE E-VENTS at a SPECIAL
LOW-LOW PRICE of $15.00. The events are as folows:
Tlmrsclay-1\foy 29th-STAG PARTY
Tom Dugan-Clwinnan
This is the last clay of EXAMS; the pressure of the "COMPS"
and final exams will 'be over (for better or for worse), so lets have
a BALL. The scholastic life of the graduating class is over. AuRevoir. Take off that pressure cap and release all that nervous energy.
Have a BLAST. GO TO THE STAG PARTY. Where, DID YOU SAY?
AT WOODLAWN HAl.iL, 3428 WARSAW AVE, PRICE HILL. COST
only $2.50 .for all the beer you can drink.
Music will be rendered 'by TOM GRESSLER, the smoothie of
the accordian; you can "Kabitz," "Play Cards,'' do anything you
want as the evening is YOURS to ENJOY yourscH.
SENIOR DATE PICNIC (1VITH YOUR BEST G.t1L)
FRIDAY, May 30th, 1958
AT
MOUNDVIEW P.4RK - - NEWTOWN, OHIO
TIME-1-12 PM - - PRICE $4.00
Food & Drinks will be provided
Clwinnan-Steve Kmpa
There will be soft ball games, volley ball, badminton, horseshoe areas, so all who intend to .participate should bring their own
equipment, such us balls, bats, gloves, horse shoe rings, badminton
sets and etc. Suggest you identify your own· equipment. Contest of
assorted varieties arc planned, such as "Egg-Throwing" "Greased
Pig" and what have you. Tentative plans call Jar a Song Fest around
the Camp Fire in the evening and dancing under the moon and stars,
SENIOR PROM
SATURDAY, May 31, 1958
CINCINNATI CLUB-8th & Race Sts .. CINCINNATI
TIME-9 PM till I ANI
PRICE-$5.00
"Stairway lo the stars" is the theme of the PROM, the social
high-light of the year. The Prom is a formal affair. There· will
be accomodations for two hundred couples, five couples per table.
The entrance to the ball-room is off the Race St. side. Three young
ladies under the direction of Tom Gressler will provide the intermission entertainment.
Gerry Lynn and Lou Sabel, the co-chairmens of the Prom arc
busy thinking of novel ideas for Souvenirs.
SUND1lY-JUNE 1st-Afternoon
· BOWLING
Place-STONES ALLEYS
Main 1lvenue,
Norwood, Ohio
This will be a "Pay as you Go" deal.
Simclay, June 1st
Boat Ride vici Johnson Party Bo<lt.
Time-Boat le<lves 8:30 p.m.
Price $4.00
This should be a very enjoyable evening, under moon light,
stars on the beautiful Ohio, plus dancing.
Cltairmcm-Aiistin Luckett
MONDAY, JUNE 2nd
DINNER DANCE
HAHTWELL COUNTRY CLUB
TIME-6:30 P.M.
PRICE-$'1.50
Chairmcm-Ron Glasge11s
Ee there as Bob Schaffstcin and his bane\ promises a very
enjoyable evening.
Tuesday, J111ic 3rcl
On Tuesday evening, June 3rd, the Xavier University Alumni
Association will give a reception for the seniors. You can bring your
father or brother if you wish. The reception will start at 8: 00 p.m.

P.ilder Cops
Fi.r8t Dea11's
S1Jeecl11"'ot1r11ey
Paul Pilder, a sophomore chemistry major, won the first Dean's
Spccc:lt Tourney with a speech
entitled ''Leadership." The event
took place in the Armory, Wednesday, April 30.
John Drayer look second place
with a talk entitled "Student
Union Building," and Nick Aicder
won third place with his presentation of "What Is A University'?"
Drayer is a sophomore in Commercial Arts and Aiecler is a
Pre-med student.
Ft'. Wirtenberger, S.J., clean of
the College of Liberal Arts, first
projected the idea of a speech
tourney to help motivate interest
in forensic work. The idea was
worked into a project by the
speech department under the
dil'ection of Mr. John Maupin.
April 30 was the elate of the
first tourney and trophies were
presented to each of the first
three winners. The general theme
of the contest was "Xavier and
I." The Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., Dr. Charles Wheeler,
and Mr. Norbert Volle acted as
judges. Mr. Volle presented the
awards.
This first tourney was given as
one of the Great Speakers Convocations. Mr. Maupin expressed
his views on the new project
saying, ''This is something we
hope to do every semester for
Ex. 1 sections. It is really a school
affair."
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1\1 U FF L ER l\'I AN - THE - B R A K E 1\1 A N
3858 l\lontgomery Rd. (Norwood) l\IE 1-6832
Dual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed
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Two Mighty Good Men To Know
20 Years Experience
MUFFLERS
BRAKES
INSTALLED FREE
RELINED

CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE

=
§

CHILI

Baumring's Pharmacy
3618 Montgomery Road
l\!Elrose 1-3708

§
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Steve Junker Spearheads ·Alumni All-Star Attack

SOUTH HALL
QUARTERBACK
By Ed Adams,
News Sports Editor

C<J1i1i<Jlly's
Varsity

Charges Well C<Jnditi<Jned F <J1· Annual
All-Sta1· Battle On C<J1·c<Jran Field Turf

Providing the opposition for
next year's squad will be a group
of alumni and graduating seniors,
coached by pro per-formers Art
Hauser and Jock Hoffman, both

Tears slipped down the cheeks of the good-looking, grayhaired lady behind the crowd. She cried in joy at the sight of
a son of hers being mobbed by well-wishers and autograph
hounds, and she found the adulation extended him difficult to
realize. She was justly proud, and in tears because ·of her
happiness. How many Moms, she may have wondered, would
gladly trade her places!
The crowd a1·01md him was the customary post-game
reception committee at the players' entrance to towering
Briggs Stadium. Fans collected there after every Lions tangle,
some to plug for autographs, some to glimpse their gridiron
stalwarts, some to throw a cheery pat on the back.
Man"y were present this day to acclaim a new hero, and
in their greed for the attention of the rookie end from Xavier
of Ohio, named Steve Junker, forced his Mom to wait endless
minutes for her share of that attention.
Mom had motored with her family long hours to view,
Roger Bertoia
for her first time, the big redhead dressed in the. colors of the
To Quar.te1·back Alums
Detroit Lions, to see him cut through an opposing secondary
and snare a pass from the arm of Bobby Layne or Tobin Rote. Xavier grads and now with the

* * * * *
crowd or Mom herself

How little that
could foresee the
measure of stardom that Steve Junker would collect on succeeding Sunday afternoons. As the season progressed, the
6-3 end, a 1956 entry to the Musketeer Legion of Honor, drank
in the lore of the pro football game, working hard on his
shortcomings and polishing his skills.
'fhc first and most difficult chore was mastering the
blocking problem. Even the biggest of offensive ends finds
Lenny Ford an obstacle. Being "small" in the pro ranks for
his position, Junker was weak at first 011 this essential, but,
just as on his pass patterns, reaped the most assistance from
the man whose job he won, fellow end Jim Doran.
To what extent Steve grasped the tips Doran and the
Lions coaching staff shelled out was given its greatest test in
the game which enthroned the Detroit crew as Champions
of the National Football League.
Operating from his offensive right end position, Junker
shook loose time and time again from the Cleveland Brown
defense to snatch a crucial aerial from the ex-Packer, Tobin
Rote. Two of the tosses Steve hauled across the goal line for
Detroit TD's. Numerous others he carried deep into Cleveland
territory.
His performance against the Browns that day won him
pl'aise from many quarters. He was compared even to the
all-time great passing-catching end, Don Hutson. Mom was
happy for him.

* * *

footballers with the exception of
Tom Krebs will play. The many
records held by the performers
for the alumni are too numerous
-to mention here; one record held
Students may use coupon 30 of
their passbooks for entrance to
next Saturday evening's Spring
Game. Companion tickets are
available at the Fieldhouse ticket
window for $1.00. Game time ior
the annual battle between the
Varsity and the Alumni is 8:00
1•.m. at Corcoran Field.
by no one else is that of Jackie
Hahn, the only alumnus who has
played in every game since his
graduation (1952).
Starters Named
On the first unit for the '58

Steve Junker
Outstanding All-Sta1·

Charlie O'Leary and Hahn, and
fullbacks Lou Magliano and Dave
Josephic.
XU Spring Roster
(Note: since the units vary
from d~y to day, it was not
known at press time how many
of the following players would
play for the alumni. The list does
not include the first unit.)
Ends: Terry Coughlin, John
Kappas, Dale Kopinski, Bob Mar-

Los Angeles Rams and Chicago
Bears respectively.
Alumni Air-Minded
Pass defense, Xavier's strong
point last fall, will be put to the
test when alumni field general
Roger Bertoia starts uncorking
tosses in the direction of Bob
Young and, ·in all probability,
Detroit Lion star Steve Junker.
All of t,his year's graduating

r

Art DelConte
First Outing As Muskie Captain

*

Steve has promised to appear tomorrow evening for the
Alumni in the annual Spring Game.
The "Big Redhead from the Hill" has gained a great deal
of prestige yardage both for himself and the university during
the past year. Tomorrow evening will be an opportunity to
applaud him for his top-notch performances in the strongest
football league in the wor Id.

Myron Kilgore
Time Out From Teaching

team will be ends John Silvati
and Warren Montgomery, tackles
Art DelConte and Joe Schroeder,
guards Jack Paris and Russ
Goings, center Tom McGraw,
quarterback Ralph Lane, halfbacks Terry Meyer and Faust
Coyle, and fullback Jocko Serieka.
Since the .alumni squad numbers only 21 players, the Muskie
fourth unit will probably be
assigned. to ,the Alumni bench.
Starting for the Alumni besides
the three players listed above
will probably be tackles Ben Nye

Geisler, Schnetzer Gain Victories As M11slieteer Nine
Triumphs Ove1· Dayton And Marshall, Loses To Ohio U.
The baseball team improved its record to three wins
against two losses as they won two of three contests in three
days last week. Don Ruberg's nine posted victories over
Dayton and Marshall, while dropping a hard defensive battle
to Ohio University.
On Wednesday the Muskies
traveled to Dayton to defeat the
Flyers in a thriller, 7-6. Xavier
jumped to a quick 3-0 lead which
Dayton wiped away by the third,
when the Flyers led 5-3. Xavier
put away two in the fifth and
two more in the seventh to clinch
the victory.
Matzet Goes 2 for 4
Jack Matzet, in collecting two
hits for four trips to the plate
against Dayton, was the star for
the Muskies, who scored five
unearned runs. Russ Giesler replaced Sid Beauchamp in the
fourth inning to become the
eventual winning pitcher, while
the loss went to Cockburn of the
Flyers.
Ohio University proved to present more of a problem than
Dayton, as the Bobcats knocked
the locals to their second loss of
the season, 3-1, at the Athens

campus.
Chuck Stobart was the hero of
'Cats Cop 3-1
the day as far as the Bobcats
were concerned. Stobart drove a
345-foot two-run homer in ·the
fifth to sew up the 'Cat victo1·y.
Xaviei· scored its lone run in the
seventh stanza when left fielder
Clay Schnetzer sacrificed home
John Gieske from third base.
George Haas, who pitched the
complete game for the Muskies,
suffered his ·first loss of the year,
while Ohio U's Baker was the
winner.
The Muskies returned home
Saturday to down Marshall College, 8-5, in thefr best come-frombehind showing of the season.
Marshall soared to a fast 5-0 lead
after the top of the fourth, but
the Musketeers bolted back in
the same inning with eight tal-

and Charlie Nussbaum, guards
Jim Bushell and George Stepanie,
center Greg Fennell, halfbacks
Bernie Roeckers and Myron Kilgore, and fullback Terry Malone.
Others on the alumni are end
Tom Kellner, guards Lee Knoll
and Dave Franks, centers Gene
Terry and Neil Loughran, quarterback Jim Brockhoff, halfbacks

By Hap O'Daniel

Musketeer football followers will be able to get a firsthand preview of next fall's aggregation and watch past Xavier
luminaries in action at the same time when the annual Spring
Football Festival takes place tomorrow night at 8 p.m.

lies to insure a Xavier win.
Clay Schnetzer sparked the
home squad in the rainy contest,
which was interrupted at one
time for a half hour, with two
safeties in three turns at bat. Don
Hall and Carl Labmeier also
starred, each with two for five
at the plate.

Next week the Musketeer nine
is slated to play four games. They
meet the University of Cincinnati
on the Bearcat diamond Monday
afternoon, Bellarmine at Louisville on Tuesday, Cincinnati at
home Thursday, and Friday they
travel to Huntinaton for a return
match with Marshall.

ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM THE J.M. CAGE
All equipment that is in the
baskets of the J.M. cage in the
fieldhouse must be claimed by
Thursday, May 22. Any equip·
ment that is not claimed by this
date will be confiscated.
Ray Baldwin

RESULTS JN SUMMARY:
RH E
XU 3 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 7 10 2
UD 3 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 6 11 7
Batteries:
X: Beauchamp, Giesler (4) and
Boylan
D: O'Neil, Cockburn (7) and Paul

Schnetzer was also the winning
pitcher, while Hugh Reynolds,
the Marshall stalwart,· was credited with the defeat.
The latest team records show
that Jack Matzet, who has seven
hits in sixteen trips, paces the
entire squad in batting. Matzet
is hitting .438 at the present.
Russ Giesler, Xavier's righthanded senior, is the top pitcher,
riding with a 2·1 record.

XU 0 0 0 0 0 i0 0 1 0 1 6 0
OU 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 x 3 6 3
Batteries:
X: Haas and Boylan
O: Baker, Russell (8), Urban (8)
and Gottlieb

Bob Young
Teams With Junker At End

shall, Jim Mullens.
Tackles: Ed Davis, Tom Gonnella, Mike Hannon, Nate Maratea, Ed Mazurek, Jack McDonald,
Hank Rigler, Ed Wandstradt.
Guards: Jim Kappas, Jim Link,
Bob Meyer, Tom Niehaus, John
Norkus,. Mike O'Connell, Matt
Vilas, Bob Wishart.
Centers: Gene Tomczak, Denny
Poillon, Dick Butrym.
Quarte1·backs: Jerry Casper,
Eddie Thomas, Ron Costello.
Halfbacks: Jim Wessel, Ed
Thomas, Lou Carlini, Bob Kain,
Lou Martin, George Noonan.
Fullbacks: Joe Jordan, Larry
Stelzer, Ron Ziegler, Ted Kocon.
Missing the game because of
injuries will be ends Tom Allen
and Jim Bolger and center Jack
Conlan.

****

****
MU 121 100 000 5 91
XU 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 4
Batteries:
X: Matzet, Schnetzer (5), Giesler

(8), and Boylan

CHICO'S
' ITALIAN AND AMERICAN :
FOOD
I

I '

3632 MONTGOMERY BO.

Z Mlnutu From X.vlll'
I

(One Block Soutb of Dua)

IEffenoa 1·9111

,
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Sc1·appy Butch
Ludwig Marks
Final XU Innings

111,jured Terry McG1iff
Ranks As ToJJ NotclJ. Sub

by Jack Gardner

by Joe Nolan
Xavier's towering catcher, Terry him to a pinch-hitting role since
McGuff, has been a fairly un- the Miami game.
noticed young man in his sports
Terry is a likeable guy who
career, but the sports world has wants to make a career in sports,
probably not heard the last of as a physical education major.
him.
He feels well qualified to go into
Terry was quite an athletic the coaching . world after his
young man at nearby Middle- graduation this year.
town, Ohio's Fenwick High, playTerry A "Prof"
ing center on both the football
lie
hasn't
waste<l any time in
and basketball ·teams and managing to fit track into his sched- starting his career, for he was
ule in his spare time. Fenwick assistant football coach aml "prodidn't have a baseball team, so fessor" of English at his Alma
the sports-minded Mr. McGuff lUatel' this 11ast semester. This
decided to play American Legion ex11e1·iencc an<l backgrouml has
ball, and he blasted out a plus prom11te<l several coaching offers
.400 batting average as a first from Ohio ancl Kentucky schools .
baseman.
Should Terry ever gain promTwo Year Vet
inence in the coaching field, it
The prospect of playing football will probably be because he
at Xavier appeale<l to Terry and has the innate desire to win and
he I•layed on the Freshman team. get ahead. While a dangerous
Then he switched to baseball and man at the plate, Mr. McGuff
has played for the Muskie nine says he has a little trouble with
for the last two seasons.
low and outside pitches, but who
This season. Terry has been the can criticize a guy that hustles
number one receiver with a near like he does? Let's hope he can
.300 batting average. But an in- hustle his future high school team
jury to his finger has lowered to a state championship.

Frank Ludwig is a product of
Jackson, Michigan where he
preped at St. Mary's high school.
Besides being a fine student he
was a standout in both football
and baseball. In his senior year
Frank led his team to the Michigan State Football Championship. In a Jackson industrial
league he hit a phenomonal .400.
Frank came to Xavier with the
Long Ball Hitter
reputation of being a notorious
long ball 1hitter. When a sophomore he had ex-baseball coach
Wull{ "goggle eyed" by consistently hitting the rubber coated
practice ball the length of the
football field. "Butch," as his
friends call him, was in and out
of the lineup his first two seasons thus earning two letters.
This season he was forced to take
the roll of the number four outfielder. Frank is a valuable asset
to the ball club by ·being a constant threat with his long ball
hitting ability and his stout
defensive play. Butch can really
go get them. His 1best game was
the final scrap with the Miami
Redskins in the 1956 season when
he collected a triple, double and
single.
Optimistic
When asked a'bout the chances
of the ball club, Frank stated
that "this could •be the year the
Muskies come into their own.
They have fine personnel and a
lot of desire. The ball club as
a whole," he said, "deserves a
great deal of credit for their fine
performance w h i l e competing
against schools that offer scholarships for their base ball participants."
Upon graduation Butch hopes
for a .position in the financial
end of .business with a general
accounting job.
1

Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

WOodburn 1-2474
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"COKC" IS A flCGIS1CAtO TRADC•M.-AK. COl'lRIQHT 19H

THI COCA•COLA COMP'ANV,

Dea:r Diary...
As I take my pen in hand, I take
my bottle of Coke in the other hand!
Yes, dear diary, where would I be
without Coca-Cola? Just a social outcast.
Why, everybody drinks Coke! John
and Bill and Barry and Charley.
Horace too. Confidentially, I think I'll
have another bottle of Coke.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY
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GRADUATE
THEN FLY
The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of
many talents. He is, first of all, a master of
the air-and no finei· exists. In addition, he
has a firm background in engineering, electronics, astro-navigation and allied fields.
Then, too, he must show outstanding qualities of initiative, leadership and self-reliance.
He is, in short, a man eminently prepared for

an important career in the new Age of Space.
As a college graduate, you will be given
priority consideration for the Air Force
Aviation Cadet Program. While opqnings ai·e
limited, you will be tested and advised immediately of qualification status. Find out if you
measure up. Paste the attached coupon on a
post card and mail it now. ·

U.S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

/

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Aviation Cadet Information, Dept. C-21
Box 7GOS, Washington 4, D, C.
Please sencl me details on my opportunities as an Aviation Cadet in the
U.S. Air Force. I am a U.S. citizen, between the ages of 10 and 2G'!:: nnd a
resident of the U.S. or possessions. I am interested in 0 Pilot 0 Navigator
training.

Namc·-------------Colleue------Street---------------------Cit11-----------~· oue--State _ _ _ _ __
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The Night Side of The News
Miss Phyllis Tolwig Is
EC 'Lady Of The EveninR'
XILES NEWS

Miss Phyllis Tolwig was elected "Lady of the Evening
College" at the XILES semi-formal dance last Saturday night
at the Hotel Sinton Rookwood Room. Miss Tolwig's attendants
were Mary Alice Connolly and Mary Lou Wolfer. All three
are Cincinnati girls. Lois Molique, last year's "Lady" and a
citizen of Covington, presented
the crown to Phyllis.
The XILES president, Dick

week before exams. Plans for the
annual spring picnic ha\•e not
been reported as yet.

"Knight Students" participate in
a pertinent discussion. One student takes the lead by commenting on the reading material
assigned previously. A complete
analysis of that view and others
is undertaken by the group. Mr.
Klekamp directs the discussion
into which he aptly• injects bits
of information · from his own
knowledge and personal experiences in the field of human
relations.
Besides enjoying this type of
learning situation, each member
of the class has expressed his
belief that a definite area of
knowledge has been imparted to
him and that his thinking has
been clarified.

After Space-What Then?
by Jim Vorwold

Soon we will be in the Space Age. The next century will
be a new era for man; man will at last be free of Earth and
will be able to room the elephantins distances of the universe.
Today thou crh there are many mysteries of this Earth that
we don't kn~w, we are still reaching for the outer. worlds o!
Mars and Jupiter. Though stilJ awed by th~ powerful. might
of our surging seas, we are now on the brmk of casting _off
the hawsers of the Earth and sailing into the uriknown waters
of the celestial orb.
What will these journies benefit man? This question can
only be answered by the space pioneers. Will we tu~n the
beauty of a night sky into an exploding chaos of atomic and
super-atomic detonations that would herald a universal war?
Let us hope not. If man blasts into his unknown_ cobweb of
destiny with hatred and conquest furthermost in his desires,
we will gain nothing and should have stayed on our puny
Earth and slowly disintegrated one another. Let us face the
future with hope and charity; thus we may be able to create
an empire that will pivot on the basis of brotherly love. Space
can bring us many unheralded triumphs and advantages if .
we want to look for them; therefore, beware little man when
you dip your toe into the death-like chill of space; beware
of your own damning folly.
~

FOi' Meals al Home •••
- For Lunches ot Wor~ or Scbool •••

Pray ers are requested for the
repose of the soul of Mr. Kroger,
father of two Xavier students,
John and Paul Kroger.
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L AUN DRY

3616 Montgomery Road
EVANSTON
One Block South or Dana
A Few Blocks North
or The Dorms
Bachelor Service
FJufl DJ"7 Bundla
4. BOUR SERVICE
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(Standing left to right) Mary Alice Connolly, Lois Molique (last
year's "Lady") and Mary Lou Wolfer. <Seated) Phyllis Tohvig, Lady
of the Evening College.
Glassmeyer, acted as master of
ceremonies for the occasion. The
other candidates for -the title
were Mary Ann Rawe, Irene
MacDonald, Nancy Jean Trefzger,
Lois Wetzel, Ruth Ann Schutte,
Kathy McCarthy, Mary Lou
Broerman, Dottie Lohr, Wanda
Franklin, Carole Moser and Pat
Dirr.
Next on the XILES agenda is
the election of officers for 1958-59
which will be hclcl dlll'ing the

.... , ....
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HOMOGENIZED MILK

QUALITY V CHEKD

(with Vitamin D)

la CREAM
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DAllY PIODUCTS SIG INI
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Air Conditioning-temperatures made ta order. Get a demonstration!

Ir---------------~I
I They're F11ll·Size Chevies J
I
I
I No skimping in scat width, leg- I
I room, wheelbase-Delray gives I
I you every generous dimension I

f

I

offered by ar!J Chevrolet.

L---------------~
A COMPLETE CHOICE OF

•

"l(uigbt Students"
Baud For Query In
lluman Relations
by Donald Kramer
Have you ever asked yourself
why some television programs
are more popular than others?
The adult westerns, for example,
"Gun Smoke"; "Have Gun, Will
Travel"; "Maverick"; and "Wyatt
Earp" are among the most favored.
Why does popularity for such
programs persist_ in the face of
this modern age -sputniks, Vanguards, and ICBM's? I believe
it is due to the conscious or unconscious desires of many people to remove themselves from
the fast ·pace at which they are
living.
The westerns depict a simple,
down to earth life. Here people
move about free and easy with
few- always soluble -complica·
tions. Anyone who upsets this
way of Jife is given a quick trip
to Boot Hill.
The adult western appeases our
desires to escape a world which
has been misled by the illusive
values promulgated by modern
commercialism a· n d atheistic
materialism.
The "Knight Students of the
Round Table" meet every Friday
evening in Room 25 where a
unique learning situation is presented. To be sure, there arc no
slackards in the class.
The course is "Human Relations in Administration" conducted by Mr. Robert C. Kle~
kamp. He usually begins with a
quiz which is followed by a brief
commentary. In the next two
periods, after the chairs have
been arranged in a circle, the

ama
I "ltooeanomoretou-the&e.11'"
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They can't be beat a$ Healthful Food
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
Food Store! For Home Delivery call CHerry
1-11880, or ask your French-Bauer driverl

~I·

I

You can order a Defray with Chevy's
top Fuel Injection VS if you like-or
get arry one of the five VS's or the
Blue-Flame Six!

The beauti(u/ Delray 2-Door Sedan, one of

·chevrolet's

three budget-priced Delray models.·

dollar-stretchi~g

DELRAY

YOU JUST CAN'T TIE THIS BUYI

.

Here's surefire proof Chevrolet always knows how to give you more for
your money-from longer, newer, lovelier bodies to a wider range of
engines, transmissions and suspension systems. The more you look
the more you'l_l find to like in Delray-THE LOWEST PRICED
OF ALL THE LOW-PRICED CHEVROLETSJ
Chevy doesn't have any "smaller"
mocleJs. The big, beautiful Chevrolet
Delray is just as long, just as wide, just
as softly sprung on the same 117-inch
wheelbase as the luxurious Bel Air
models. Like every other Chevrolet,
it has the extra solidity and quality of
Body by Fisher. There's no stintingon optional equipment, either. You

~·

..

, UNIQUE
Full Coil Suspension
Delray's standard suspension system
puts·a cloud-soft coil spring at each
wheel, blends this with the beautiful
roadability of four-link rear control arms!

and Delray is the only

can get anything from Fuel Injection*
to Level Air* ride, any Chevrolet
transmission, any Chevrolet engine,
just as you choose. Take a long, long
look at_ this one next time you drop in
at your Chevrolet dealership-because
the more you demand for your money
the sure~ it is you'll decide on Delray!
*Optional at

AUTOMATIC DRIVES
Choice of time-proved Powcrglide* or supremely smooth
Turboglidc*-the only triple.
turbine drive in Chevy's field.

e.~tra

cost.

car in its class with the extra
rigidity of an all-new Safety-Girder
frame, the extra clarity of Safety
Plate Glass all the way around, the
extra convenience of crankoperated vent windows!

unJhtnar
Drive with care ... everywhere I

t..

--------------··----------------------·-·------·-·---------------·--·.
See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal-prompt deliver41f~f~:..•
u• ftmrr
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MILITARY
MUSINGS
by Ron Koch
The Annual Formal Inspection
·of The Xavier University ROTC
Regiment i\Vas conducted on
Wednesday, May 7. A board of
officers, appointed by Headquarters, XX U.S. Army Corps, was
on the •campus the entire day
and graded the regiment and
the military cadets of Xavier
University. The inspecting board
was composed _of Col. James S.
Moncrief, Jr., West Virginia University; Maj. Elden E. Evans,
University of Kentucky; Maj.
Harvey H. Hartwig, West Virginia University; Capt. Robert 0.
Evins, Headquarters, XX Corps;
and M/Sgt. Herman J.· Schwartz,
Marshall College.
The inspection team arrived
at eight a.m. and was greeted
by the Xavier ROTC Honor
Guard. Throughout the morning
the team attendea military class:.
es, observing the teaching methods and questioning the military·
students. At 1: 30 p.m. a Review
and Awards Ceremony attended
by the entire cadet corps took
place on the Parade Ground.

A,wards Given
..:4t llo11ors
Convocatio11
Monday, May 5, at 1:30, the
entire student body of Xavier
University gathered in the fieldhouse on the campus for the
annual Honors Convocation. It
was at this meeting that Xavier
students honored their fellow
men.
Following the posting of colors
and .the Star Spangled Banner,
Bill Sena, '58 Student Council
President, opened the series of
addresses. Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, Dean of Xavier's Graduate
School, then presented the fca• tured speaker of the afternoon,
Dr. Claude V. Courter, Superintendent of Schools, City of Cincinnati School District. Dr. Courter, a twenty-year veteran of
the afore mentioned post. explained the duties we have to
God, ourselves, and our fellow
men. He placed special stress on
the duties toward uUr fellowmen
in the field of self education. He·
urged complete education of the
ordinary man, emphasizing that
the education of a man does not
stop with his diploma. ,.,
The awards were conferred by
The Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., President of Xavier University. The awards ·were as follows:
The German Award, gift of
German Citizens League, John E.
Gerstle, Jr.; The Colonel Charles
F. Williams Military Scholarship
and Award, George C. Haas;
The Institute of Hispanic Culture
Achievement Award, Stephen A.·
Krupa, Jr.; _The Ragland Latin
Medal, in memory of Alice D.
Ragland, Wayne Fehr; The Verkamp Debate Medal founded by
Joseph B. Verkamp, '77, Daniel
V. Brislane; The Washington
Oratorical Medal, gift of the
Alumni Association, James W.
Wiggs, Jr.; Tau Kappa Alpha
National Honorary Speech E'raternity Key, Conrad Donakowski;
The Alumnae English Award, gift
of the Alumnae Asssociation,
Alvin F. Luersen; The Athenaeum
Prize Keys, James William Wiggs,
Jr., Thomas Michael Gannon,
S.J.; The Dorst Chemistry Key,
John W. Connolly; The American
Institute of Chemists Medal,
awarded by Ohio Chapter; Bernard N. Hehman; The Ervin A.
Stadler Accounting Award, William L. Lamey, Jr.; French Consulate Alliance Francaise Award,
Harry A. Blair; The ,Mermaid

Tavern Prize Key, g if t of
Anthony C. Elsaesser, Edwin P.
.Menes; The Archbishop McNicholas Philosophy Medal, Ronald J.
Coffey; The Martin G. Dumler
Philosophy Key, Richard J. Valleau; The Alpha Sigma Nu
Religion Key, Thomas A. Kuhlman; The David Snyder Religion
Medal, founded by Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Snyder, Edward B. Blau;
The Religion l{ey, gift of tile
Xavier University Sodality,
James 0. Grote; The American
·Marketing Association Award,
Cincinnati Chapter, Paul S. Reinerman, Jr.; The Shillito Internship Award, John Shillito Company, Thomas J. Henry, Gerald
C. Vonder Meulen ana ALPHA
SIGl\IA NU-NATIONAL JESUIT
HONOR SOCIETY: James P.
Bra<lley, Michael J. Colacurico,
Conra<l L. Donakowski, ~ Thomas
J, P. Eckstein, Wayne L. Fehr,
'Kenneth_ J. Schneider, Joseph P.
Viviano.
Entertainment for the afternoon was provided by the Xavier University Band under the
direction of Mr. Gilbert T. Maringer and the Xavier University
Clef Club directed by Mr. Franklin Benz. Both organizations
gave fine performances. The
program clo::.ed with the singing
of Alma Mater Xavier.
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SAM Hosts 400 Delegates For
Annual Managen1eut Conference
Xavier Unh•ersity chapter and the Cincinnati senior
chapter of the Society for the Advancement of Management
was hosts for the secoml annual Management Conference
sponsored by the Central Region of tbe SAM May 1 and 2 in
Cincinnati.
Some 400 delegates from Ohio,
Kentucky and Indiana were in
attendance at the meeting in the
Hotel Alms which brought nationally known business and industrial leaders to the city as
speakers.
The conference was planned
for management executives and
supervisors at all levels, according to Xavier business administration professor James F. Martin, who was co-chairman of the
conference. "We believe that the
theme of the conference, Scientific Tools for Advancement of
Management, is most appropriate
for this time when business an:i
industrial leaders face the most
complex problems in the wave
of the 'rolling readjustment' or,
as it is more often called, the
'recession'," Martin said.
Cincinnati, the "Management
Center of the Ohio Valley," had
a team of its mana,gement experts
on the program to add local color
to the conference. Heading the
local group of speakers and pan-

elists were William 0. Trueblood,
the Procter and Gamble Company; Jack J. Murphy, the General Electric Company; Herbert
S. Landsman, director of research
of the Federated Department
St01·es, Inc.; and Thomas T. Oyler,
vice president, the Kroger Company.
The "managers of tomorrow"
were represented by delegates
from seventeen University chapters in the Central Region. Represented from the university
campuses were the following
schools and colleges: Ohio State,
Ohio. University, Indiana University, Antioch College, Butler University, University of Kentucky,
Fenn College, Case Institute,
Otterbein College, Miami University, Villa Madonna College,
University of Cincinnati, Bowling
Green State University, University of Dayton, Marian College
and Xavier University. Mr. Paul
S. Reinerman, Jr., president 0f
the Xavier University chapter

and Mr. Joe Viviano, vice president, headed the local committee
on University chapter arrangements.
Other members of the Xavier
staff and faculty on the local
committee included: Jesse Brown,
instructor in Management, chairman of the arrangements commi ttec; William Bocklage, chief
of the Xavier University News
Bureau, publicity chairman.
From the Cincinnati senior
chapter, Harry Moeller, the William S. Merrell Company, served
as Co-chairman with Professor
Martin; John Buckley, the General Electric Company, served as
assistant on arrangements to
Brown; and Professor Herbert
Koch, the University of Cincinnati, served as coordinator for
the local chapter.

l
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Typewriter Sales
i:e:tals
Standards and Portables
By week or month
S'l'UDEN'I' SPECIAL
Typewriter, clean, oil, adjust
and ribbon - $'UO
Call PArkway 1-5012

Central Typewriter Co.
644 Main Street

REMINGTON ROLLECTRIC®
the only shaver with built-In rollers
Give your favorite face a break start shaving it faster, closer, with
Roller Comb comfort. So kind to your
skin, the Rollectric never irritates
no matter how hard you press.

whiskers up - let you shave at the
true whisker base.
With Rollectric - you're always sure
of a peach of a shave - in absolute
comfort!

With three diamond·honed double •
shaving heads, Rollectric shaves
far, far faster. It puts more area into
actual shaving contact than other
brands, all made -with one or two _
ordinary heads.

Another Remlnaton Exclusive I

Rollectric's exclusive Roller Combs
make fast, close shaving truly com·
fortable. They press skin down, pop

Remln1ton Auto·Home Rollectric.

10 GENTLEI
IT- SHAVES THE FUZZ· OFF A PEACH WITHOUT
NICKS OR IRRITATION!

Shave anywhere-in home, car, plane
or boat! It goes where you go! Has
every advantage of the regular Rem·
ington Rollectric.
Ask your dealer about his liberal al·
lowance when you trade·in any of the
5 top brands for a new Remington!

Ptoduct of Remlncton Rand Electric Shaver, Division of Soerry Rand Corporation, Bridgeport:?, Connecticut

Watcll TV's No. 1 show, GUNSMOKE. on CBS TV Network

10 POWERFUL I
IT SHAVES OFF BRISTLES TOUGHER THAN
ANY WHISKERS.
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seeding is wrong, would you? or
irrigation? or cattle breeding?
(Continued from Page 2)
But all those are very distinct
wrong? You yourselves admit alternations of nature, to a very
that both couples transfer the extreme degree. And we act
rights of the use of their bodies similarly .with man, too. After
to one another in the marriage_ all, any kind of surgery is against
ceremony, don't you? Well, then nature, ·but it's excused because
why are they obliged to forego of its good end, which is exactly .
that right-not a privilege, re- why a thing like birth control
member-when they foresee that is done, anyway. And· anybody
the normal consequences of the that makes a vow of chastity is
act will be something they can't interfering with nature, aren't
they? All I'm getting ·at is that
handle?
there are very many alternations
"Try seeing our point of view. of nature now done in all parts
You'll certainly admit that the of society, and your Church not
first obligation of man and wife , only permits them, but even
is to the children, won't you? praises them, seeks them. So
Well, if they see after they've why, for heaven's sake, do they
had a child or two that they attempt to condemn an action
simply cannot afford to take which is good in itself, done to
decent care of more, then why contribute to the very ends that
should they have more? God you yourselves predicate· for
sees. that they're going to do marriage? Be a bit modernthis, and it doesn't foul up His when you find a way to make
plans any-the child they don't life better for your loved ones,
have is born to someone else. use it; your first obligation is to
After all, you can't just repro- . children and wife, ncit to some
duce your family into poverty, outdated law or to a Church."
can you?
It might be advisable here to
"And what about your wife?
apologize because this argument
Suppose she can't risk having
any more kids? Why should you is not as singly pointed as the
still forego the rights that you one last week; one might regret
have over one another when the fact that it is presented a
there's a very simple method at bit speciously, and blush a little
hand to prevent the sickness that for the bland presentation of
an unfeeling nature would cause
if left alone? That's my premise- misinterpretations and misquotes,
your first obligation is to the but I'm not going to, not at all.
kids, that you can do rightly by Not all arguments are scholastic
them, and secondly to your theses with the terms defined,
spouse, that you do right by her, and one must learn to deal with
if the occasion arises. This business of 'voluntary abstention' this sort of argument effectively,
seems to me to be a violation of · for this is an example of the
that basic transfer of rights, and usual argument you encounte1;
since modern science has im- on this subject.
It just occurs to me; if this
proved upon nature, why should
the couple have to do that? were a formal debate, I could
There's really no good reason assume last week's argument had ·
been conceded 1by everyone, since
after all, is there?
"Be realistic, now-this argu- no answer has been made as yet.
ment that 'anything that's against I trust this is not the case, Even
a peasant would not simply
nature is (ipso facto) wrong just accept such an argument in
ignores the facts of today's life. favor of divorce; that's why
You l}VOUldn't say that cloud there are so many peasants.

'Tire Coed'

Let's Argue

(Continued from Page 2)
day ·hops matter-of-factly state
that the dormie. is only bragging,
he had best have something to
back up that statement. As the
challenge now stands the dormics
have said, "o.k. you say the
'Coed' was wrong in what she
said about the day hops. Prove
it." But will ·you be able to sec
the golden opportunities awaiting you on Family Day?

Debating Results
(Continued from Page 1)
·in the quarter-final round.
Xavier finished fourth in District V, which takes in Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan and Ohio. The
first three teams in the district
were Northwestern, Augustaua
and Notre Dame. Behind Xavier
were Wayne University and the
University of Illinois at Chicago.
The West Point Tournament
was a fitting conclusion for the
Xavier debaters' forensic acti vity during 1957-58. During the
course of the year they won
three tournaments-the Tau
Kappa Alpha Regional, the Loyola All-Jesuit and the Otterbein
Invitational. In addition to intercollegiate competition, the Philopedian Debate Society staged a
number of exhibition debates in
Cincinnati, Louisville, and even
at West Baden College.

Sodality
.. Na1nes
Officers For
Coming Year
by Mike Markiewicz
A new regime of officers with
some very enthusiastic plans for
the future have taken the spotlight in the Sodality. recentl;t·.
Elections for 'Sodality Council
were held on April 16, and the
new men assumed office.
Frank Peterlin, new perfect of
the Sodality, is a Junior Eco-

Congratulations are due retiring officers, Jim Bradley, Ed
Menes, Bob Creighton a n d
George Stepanie.
Preparations are now under
way for the next Operation Christ
meeting, which will be held at
St. Mary's on Sunday evening,
May 11. Also an Operation Christ
day of recollection will be held
on May 4, with Fr. Bowman giving the talks.
In keeping with the tradition
of the past several years, the
Sodality sponsored yesterday's
May Day ceremony on the campus.

by Ron Koch
The Military Department PMST
Lt. Col. Connolly has announced
the selection of twenty juniors
of the Advance ROTC class as
tentative "Distinguished Military
Students." Final selections will
be made after a review ~of the
cadets' Summer Camp record.
The twenty juniors selected
are: 2nd Lt. Richard G. Baerman, M/Sgt. Brian R. Bremner,
2nd Lt. John F. Brendle, M/Sgt.
Daniel v. Brlslane, 2nd Lt.
Thomas J. Eckstein, M/Sgt. Daniel \V, Enright, 2nd Lt. Hugh J.
Farrell, 2nd Lt. George c. Haas,
1st Sgt. David R. Huhn, M/Sgt.
Joseph P. Joyce, M/Sgt. Michael
R. Molloy, 2nd Lt. Charles J.
l\'loorman, 2nd Lt. William E.
l\lountel, Sfc. Thomas T. Neyer,
1st Sgt. Robert T. Novak, 2nd Lt.
Richard c. Obermeyer, 2nd Lt.
John M. Paris, M/Sgt. Ronald 1\1.
Protz, M/Sgt. Robert A. Schaff·
stein and 2nd Lt. James L. Silvati.
The Distinguished Military Student is selected from among the
members of his class who have
demonstrated outstanding qualities of leadership, high moral
character, academic r.ecord. and
definite aptitude for military
service. Those students who
maintain high standards until
their graduation are designated
Distinguished Military Graduates
from Xavier · University. These
students ·are eligible to apply for
an appointment as a seeond lieutenant in the Regular Army.
On Friday, April 19, the thirteen top members of the ROTC
Rifle Club flew to New Orleans,
La. to participate in a five-team
rifle match at Loyola of the
South. Transportation was furnished by the Army. Loyola, the
home team, placed first, Xavier
was fourth.

powefiz~··
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( Taboo or not taboo-·\
\that-is the question . /

1.

Ken Schneider, a graduate of
Roger Bacon High School, Cincimnati has been elected viceprefect. Besides being a major
in Political Science, Ken is a
member of the Debate Society,
Xavier's senior delegate to the
N.F.C.C.S., vice-president of the
Junior class, and member of
Student Council.
Mike Markiewicz, new secretary, is a freshman Chemistry
major from St. Xavier High
School, Cincinnati, and member
of the News.
George ·Haas, the new treasurer, is a junior from Cleveland
majoring in Political Science.
He has been a member of both
Sodality and Student Council
for three years. George is also a
· member of the X.O.M.M., active
in Operation More and the Cleve-.
land Club, and is a pitcher on
the Xavier baseball team.
Wayne Fehr, Denny Doherty
and Dick MacVeigh were elected
to Sodality Council. They and
the four officers comprise the
Sodality governing ·body.

Mo1·e Military
Musings

.~

Test.your
personality
..

nomics major from Joliet, Illinois. Frank has been a member
of the Sodality for two years,
and plans to go into the field of
Labor Relations after graduation.

Do you feel unqualified to judge a campus beauty contest?
YES
(For men only!) ....................:.......................................................................................................

t .(j;.

tr .·
NO

c::J Cl

2. Do you think going to a big party the night before is the
best way to overcome pre-exam jitters?.........................................................

c=I CJ
3. Do you find the company of the opposite sex annoying? ............ CJ !=i
4. Do you think fads and fancy stuff can give you the full
tobacco flavor of a
........................................................................ c::J c::I
~ ~igarette?

5. Whenever one of your professors makes a grammatical
error, do you call it to his attention?.......................................:..........................

CJ [:J

6. Do you and your date sit in the back row of the balcony
only because you're both farsighted? ..........:....................................................

CJ c::I

7. Do you think cowboy shows will ever be banned from
television? ..............:.............................................................................- .....................- .................

CJ [:J
8. Do you consider Ibid. the most quoted Latin author?........................ CJ CJ

Atz$~4

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Compnny,
\Vlnston·Salom, N. c.

If you answered "No" to all questions, you obvi·
ously smoke Camels - a real cigarette. Only 6 or
7 "No" answers mean you better get on to Camels
fast. Fewer than 6 "No's" and it really doesn't
matter what you smoke. Anything's good enough!

i...._

But if you want to enjoy smoking as never before,
switch to Camels. Nothing else tastes so rich,
smokes so mild. Today more people smoke Camels
than any other cigarette. The best tobacco gives
you the best smoke. Try Camels and you'll agree!

Have a real cigarette- have a

Camel

